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Executive Summary (1 minute read)
Shelley v Prager (No 2) (NSWSC) - costs - wills and estates - family provision - Court
dismissed plaintiff's family provision claim - determination of costs
The Estate of Frances Kedesch Michell (No 2) (NSWSC) - costs - 'gross sum costs order' wills and estates - probate - administrators sought review of decision of Senior Deputy Registrar
in probate and setting aside of 'certain orders' - costs orders made
Re Deegan (VSC) - wills and estates - informal will - plaintiff sought grant of probate of
'unsigned informal document' - application granted
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Shelley v Prager (No 2) [2020] NSWSC 1553
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Williams J
Costs - wills and estates - succession - family provision - Court dismissed plaintiff's family
provision claim - defendant executors contended plaintiff should pay their costs and costs
should not be paid from estate - plaintiff sought that plaintiff's costs should be paid from estate
on ordinary basis and that defendants' costs should be paid from estate on indemnity basis Meres v Meres (No 2) [2017] NSWSC 52 - s98 Civil Procedure Act 2005 (NSW) - s99
Succession Act 2006 (NSW) - r42.1 Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 2005 (NSW) - held: plaintiff
to bear own costs - plaintiff to pay defendants' costs on ordinary basis - balance of defendants'
costs to be paid from estate.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Monday, 16 November 2020]
The Estate of Frances Kedesch Michell (No 2) [2020] NSWSC 1513
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Hallen J
Costs - wills and estates - probate - administrators sought review of decision of Senior Deputy
Registrar in Probate and setting aside of 'certain orders' - alternatively administrators sought
that accounts of deceased's account 'be passed' - administrators unsuccessful in application second respondent sought 'gross sum costs order' or notice of motion's costs in certain sum gross sum costs order opposed concerning quantum - s98(4)(c) Civil Procedure Act 2005
(NSW) - r49.19 Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 2005 (NSW) - held: costs orders made.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 18 November 2020]
Re Deegan [2020] VSC 763
Supreme Court of Victoria
McMillan J
Wills and estates - plaintiff sought grant of probate of 'unsigned informal document' (‘informal
will’) - plaintiff sought informal will's admission to probate under s9 Wills Act 1997 (Vic) testamentary capacity - whether document expressed deceased's testamentary intentions whether deceased intended document 'to operate as his will upon his death' - held: application
granted.
Re Deegan
[From Benchmark Friday, 20 November 2020]
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A Light in a Distant Window among Mountains
By: William Wordsworth
EVEN as a dragon’s eye that feels the stress
Of a bedimming sleep, or as a lamp
Suddenly glaring through sepulchral damp,
So burns yon Taper ’mid a black recess
Of mountains, silent, dreary, motionless;
5
The Lake below reflects it not; the sky,
Muffled in clouds, affords no company
To mitigate and cheer its loneliness.
Yet, round the body of that joyless Thing
Which sends so far its melancholy light,
10
Perhaps are seated in domestic ring
A gay society, with faces bright,
Conversing, reading, laughing;—or they sing,
While hearts and voices in the song unite.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wordsworth
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